Your Routing, Your Way.
With new web tools, we’re driving the future of custom
location and route management. Define your journey
with precise mileage, accurate drive times, and last mile
routing with custom content built for your business.

NEW! Web-based tool to create,
manage, and share custom location
and route management content

NEW! Functionality that enhances
Places with the ability to define a
location’s entry and exit gates

Familiar with our Custom Places and Avoids and
Favors tools? They’ve moved over to ALK Content
Tools, a new cloud-based web tool designed for
custom content management, storage, and sharing.
Not only can you create and manage custom Places
and Route Modifiers, but you can share that content
will other users for operational consistency. Finally,
your custom content created in ALK Content Tools
will be accessible directly within PC*MILER.

Ensure your last mile routing generates the most
precise mileage and routes as well as the safest driving
directions with Site Manager* in ALK Content Tools.
Route using truck entry and exit gates at over
6,000 pre-defined locations, or create your own
custom sites by specifying a Place, drawing its
boundaries, and noting the gate locations.

Best of all, cloud storage eliminates manual backups
and migrating custom content between versions.
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More Enhancements
Faster Route Insight with Enhanced
Workflow Features

A New, Comprehensive, Online Support
Center and Product Training Videos

Easily generate the Mileage report for trip leg and overall
miles, better understand weather alerts with streamlined
alert categories, and view the additional distance impact
when inserting a fuel, Hours of Service, or other stop
along a route.

Directly accessible through the software, visit the ALK
Support Center filled with articles to help you get the
most out of PC*MILER, or our new Product Training
Resources dedicated webpage with tutorial videos on
our most popular features.

Smart Route Planning with Hours of Service
 enerate realistic ETAs
G
incorporating Hours of Service
stop durations
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plan Hours of

Service breaks at preferred
stop locations along a route
Get
precise mileage

calculations using the most
current maps available
View fuel pricing and other
amenity information at stop
locations along the route
Obtain realistic drive times
by incorporating real-time or
predictive traffic congestion
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